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Abstract

Objective—There is a growing body of knowledge about the pregnant smoker and what happens as she goes through the pregnancy and postpartum periods. This article reviews the process of smoking cessation in the context of pregnancy.

Data sources—Epidemiological data, extant reviews of the literature, and current original research reports are used to examine characteristics of the women and of the change process for those women smokers who quit, stop, or modify their smoking during pregnancy and the postpartum period.

Data synthesis—An analysis of the interaction of the process of smoking cessation with pregnancy was conducted to gain insight into the unique problems faced by the pregnant smoker and discover directions for intervention.

Conclusions—Pregnancy and the postpartum period provide a window of opportunity to promote smoking cessation and smoke free families. Understanding obstacles and pathways for pregnancy and postpartum smoking cessation can guide implementation of effective existing programs and development of new ones. Recommendations include promoting cessation before and at the beginning of pregnancy, increasing delivery of treatment early in pregnancy, helping spontaneous and intervention assisted quitters to remain tobacco free postpartum, aiding late pregnancy smokers, and involving the partner of the woman smoker.
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Over the past 40 years findings from epidemiological research have demonstrated the serious consequences of cigarette smoking during pregnancy on the health and well being of the newborn child. Smoking has important deleterious effects on the baby at birth and throughout the early development of the child. Deleterious effects are exacerbated if the mother and/or father continue to smoke during the early postnatal period. The good news is that over the past 20 years numerous clinical trials have demonstrated the effectiveness of smoking cessation interventions early in the pregnancy. Other studies have highlighted the cost effectiveness of these interventions in terms of birth outcomes. Although efficacy is not as well established, interventions in pediatric settings that target new mothers who continue or relapse to smoking during the postpartum period have begun to demonstrate modest success. Finally, intervention studies are beginning to target partners who smoke and to include fathers as well as the mothers in family interventions. Studies of smoking cessation in the context of the pregnancy and birth of a child have yielded important information about the course and process of smoking cessation during the pregnancy and postpartum periods. This review outlines conceptual and practical considerations surrounding smoking cessation in the context of the birth of a child into the family. The objective is to review recent literature and highlight what is known about smoking cessation and pregnancy to promote effective strategies that can create smoke free families.

Smoking during pregnancy

The pregnant smoker comes from the larger population of female smokers of childbearing age. Demographic characteristics of this population provide important information about where the problem of pregnancy smoking is most likely to occur. Prevalence estimates indicate that 23% of the total population of women are cigarette smokers. Younger women who decide to smoke cigarettes are often less worried about the long term health effects of smoking and are more vulnerable to the image advertising of the tobacco industry. Most advertising targeting women smokers focuses on themes of independence featuring young women as smokers.

Rates of initiation are high and rates of cessation lowest among low SES, white women for a number of reasons. Younger smokers are often less worried about the long term health effects of smoking and are more vulnerable to the image advertising of the tobacco industry. Most advertising targeting women smokers focuses on themes of independence featuring young women as smokers.

Secondly, women appear to find some unique benefits of smoking (weight management, affect management) that make smoking part of their coping with life and increase dependence on nicotine. A third factor is that women are often affected by support systems that encourage nicotine use. Younger women who decide to...
smoke in the context of the current anti-smoking climate and social norms constitute a subgroup of the population that would be more resistant to cessation pressures and needs to be better understood. Interventions to reach these women even before they become pregnant represent the most effective early intervention for preventing smoking during pregnancy. However, these interventions will have to be potent and multifaceted.

**Pregnancy quitters**

Women smokers follow a number of different paths in dealing with their smoking, as they become pregnant. Many women who consciously plan to become pregnant are likely to consider the option of stopping smoking as they prepare to become pregnant. Although the number of women who quit smoking before becoming pregnant is not known, there must be a number of women who stop smoking before becoming pregnant or while trying to become pregnant. Self reported rates of smoking on entry to obstetrics care are generally lower than population rates and recently were estimated at 13.6%.[4] Although these are self reported rates and subject to some deception, it is clear that some women do quit smoking before the first prenatal visit. Typically these prepregnancy quitters are identified as non-smokers or ex-smokers when they arrive at the first prenatal visit. Since they have stopped smoking weeks or months before the initial clinic visit, they are considered non-smokers and are not given any type of intervention related to smoking during pregnancy. Although we do not know much about this group of women, they are probably very conscious of health risks of smoking both for themselves and their baby. Most are probably dedicated to becoming smoke free not only for the pregnancy but for life. Prepregnancy quitters typically sustain cessation throughout the pregnancy and postpartum period. However, depending on the strength of the smoking habit and the extent of their motivation to quit, these women could be vulnerable to a return to smoking, particularly if there were some stressful event or a shift in environmental support.

**Spontaneous quitters**

Another group of women smokers quit as soon as they learn that they are pregnant. These “spontaneous quitters”, as they have been called, are highly motivated to protect their babies. They quit primarily for the health and welfare of the baby and only secondarily for themselves. Estimates of the number of these women vary by SES and educational attainment.[5] There are dramatic demographic differences between the spontaneous quitters and the continuing pregnant women smokers. Race, educational level, income, and employment status are primary characteristics on which the women who stop smoking “spontaneously” differ from those who continue.[6] Less educated, lower SES, white, unemployed women who are more dependent on nicotine have the greatest risk of continued smoking during pregnancy. The strength of nicotine addiction measured by the years of smoking and cotinine concentrations is a major predictor of cessation versus continued smoking.[7] Finally, partner smoking represents another important dimension that influences whether the woman will be a spontaneous quitter.[8] We need more detailed information about the spontaneous quitters and their motivations and skills that enable them to stop smoking for extended periods of time. Spontaneous quitting or stopping smoking for the pregnancy early in the pregnancy is an important phenomenon that offers significant protection for the fetus and should be promoted as much as possible. Thus, it would be important to reach women of child bearing age before or as they become pregnant with warnings and messages of risk and benefit in order to plant the seeds of quitting smoking for the pregnancy.

Most spontaneous quitters, estimated at 80–85%, are able to maintain cessation of smoking throughout the pregnancy.[9] However, they relapse back to smoking in the postpartum period at rates that are astounding considering the extended period of abstinence from cigarettes that they have achieved. Over 70% of these spontaneous quitters go back to smoking by six months after the birth of the baby and this rate may be higher among the lower SES patients who were able to stop smoking for the pregnancy.[10] Interestingly, data on process of change variables indicate that many of these women are not quitting smoking but only stopping smoking for the duration of the pregnancy.[11] Compared to non-pregnant women who are in the process of quitting smoking, spontaneous quitters look more like non-pregnant women smokers who are in contemplation or preparation stages of change before quitting rather than non-pregnant women in action for smoking cessation.[12] These women who stop smoking for the pregnancy seem to have suspended their smoking rather than to be truly quitting smoking. This lack of normal cessation coping activities may explain the large relapse rate in the first six months of the postpartum period despite the fact that these women have been off cigarettes for many months.[13] The challenge for preventing postpartum return to smoking for these spontaneous quitters appears to be to shift their motivation from baby to self and to increase specific cognitive and behavioural process activity during the last trimester of the pregnancy and in the transition between pregnancy and the postpartum period. One recent study found that by asking spontaneous quitters while they are pregnant about their postpartum goals and seeking their e agreement to remain abstinent postpartum, researchers were able to predict the return to smoking after the birth of the baby.[14] However, most smoking cessation efforts during pregnancy focus on the pregnant woman who continues to smoke. Although there are some recent interventions designed to prevent relapse,[15] typically little is done to assist the women who quit for the pregnancy to prevent a
Pregnant women smokers

Women who continue to smoke during pregnancy pose a different challenge. The differences in socioeconomic levels that are evident in the population of women smokers of child bearing age become more exaggerated among the group of pregnant women who continue to smoke. The largest numbers of continuing smokers who are pregnant come from the subgroup of lower SES women smokers. Among this group of pregnant smokers there are often multiple and complex problems in addition to nicotine addiction.15 22

Pregnant women who continue to smoke tend to have more psychological and emotional problems, less support and financial resources, more family problems, and less residential stability.26 27 While smoking for these women is often a stress reducer, pregnancy is most often a stress producer. This interaction is problematic for the woman and the baby. Thus, women who continue to smoke throughout the pregnancy typically have more psychosocial problems and more smoke filled home environments. Reaching these women who continue to smoke with sustained interventions that would be effective and set in the context of the woman’s real life problems is a significant challenge for investigators and clinicians alike.

Although difficult, it is possible to get women who continue to smoke even after they discover that they are pregnant to quit.7 22 Interventions early in the pregnancy (< 20 to 24 weeks) have been able to help some women to quit and thus to increase the pool of early pregnancy quitters. Ershoff and colleagues at Kaiser Permanente of Southern California and Windsor and colleagues in Alabama11 13 14 27 have demonstrated the effectiveness of brief, well executed interventions using medical advice and self help materials. However, once pregnant women arrive at their third trimester continuing to smoke, it is very difficult for them to quit and they are no longer susceptible to minimal interventions. In the Birmingham trial II study none of the women recruited between 24 and 32 weeks of gestation quit or significantly reduced their smoking.13 It may be that only the more dependent, heavier smokers continue to smoke and that the lighter smokers are able to stop earlier in the pregnancy.

It is not clear what type of intervention could assist last trimester smokers. Some have suggested that nicotine replacement in the first or second trimester could be added to possible interventions for the more nicotine dependent smokers.28 In a recent study investigators examined an intervention consisting of motivational interviewing strategies delivered over the telephone and enhanced with personalised feedback for continuing resistant smokers called “One To One”.39 Cotinine outcomes at the end of pregnancy were promising for the women who received the entire dose of two telephone calls and a personalised feedback letter. However, it was difficult to deliver that dose to these women smokers, particularly in the last trimester of pregnancy.

Harm reduction

Pregnant women who continue to smoke throughout the pregnancy often reduce the number of cigarettes that they smoke.60 41 The data indicate that many can reduce nicotine concentrations significantly (≥ 50%) and appear to be able to sustain the reductions. Reduction of smoking during pregnancy offers some measure of protection for the child.30 Although reducing would never give as much protection as complete cessation, for the fetus less exposure to the effects of smoking in utero certainly is better than greater exposure. It is not clear whether it would be possible to get continuing smokers to stop completely during the final days of the pregnancy so that the actual delivery would be uncomplicated by the ingestion of smoke, nicotine, carbon monoxide, and smoking related chemicals. However, harm reduction strategies—such as stopping smoking for brief periods of time either in the pregnancy or at the delivery, significantly reducing the number of cigarettes smoked, and engaging in other health protection behaviours including taking vitamins and exercise—should be considered for those women who continue to smoke during the last trimester.12

Postpartum cessation and relapse

During the postpartum period there are several important transitions that we are beginning to identify and understand. There are a few women who stop smoking during the postpartum period among the women who continued to smoke during pregnancy.31 The numbers are small. Postpartum cessation is most probably related to heightened awareness of environmental tobacco smoke’s effect on the small baby. However, during this same postpartum period most of the spontaneous quitters and intervention assisted quitters return to smoking. The number of women who relapse during the postpartum period far exceeds the number of continuing pregnancy smokers who quit during this period.36 Although there is evidence that increasing numbers of pregnant women are stopping or reducing smoking to protect the baby, the overall permanent reduction in smoking among women as a result of pregnancy leaves much to be desired because of postpartum relapse.

There are many interventions that have targeted quitting during pregnancy and some that target the postpartum period and the pediatric care system. However, few interventions focus on the critical transition from pregnancy to the postpartum period marked by the birth of the baby. One recent randomised, controlled trial, Project PANDA, developed an intervention that mailed videos and newsletters to the women and their partners timed to arrive at intervals during the final weeks of the pregnancy and the first six weeks postpartum.33 The goal of this intervention was to prevent the transition back to smoking at the time when the spontaneous quitters were most vulnerable. Results from Project PANDA indicated signifi-
cantly greater abstinence over the entire follow up period and at the 12 month follow up for the intervention group participants (55% v 45%) supporting the hypothesis that it is possible to decrease the return to smoking for some of these women. Women in the experimental condition were significantly more likely to be abstinent at almost every follow up time point compared to a standard care control group.

The period immediately after the birth of the child is a particularly difficult one for the mother. The return to smoking appears to be facilitated by stress, lack of sleep, concerns about weight loss, and the ability to protect the baby from smoke in other ways. Interestingly, the return to smoking seems postponed until after the baby is weaned for mothers who breastfeed the baby. Although the early postpartum period is a difficult time, the potential exists to be able to assist women who stopped during the pregnancy to move to permanent cessation.5 31 64

Partner smoking
There is probably no single facilitator of smoking and the return to smoking for women that is more influential than having a partner who smokes.17 23 31 32 Partner smoking appears to make a critical contribution both to the woman’s continuing smoking during pregnancy as well as in the return to smoking postpartum for spontaneous quitters. The Project PANDA intervention described above included an intervention component that attempted to address partner smoking by sending to the identified partner a set of video and print materials similar to those sent to the women but tailored to the male perspective on pregnancy. An initial evaluation of these materials based on interviews with the women in the intervention condition indicated greater cessation among the men. Men appeared to read and use the materials sent to them and the intervention appeared to make a small but significant difference in smoking with 28% of the men compared to 14% of controls not smoking at three months postpartum, but no differences at six and 12 month follow ups.41 Involving partners in protecting the baby from exposure to tobacco smoke during pregnancy and postpartum periods is an area that needs continuing development of innovative interventions and evaluation research.16 17 28 44

Recommendations
Reducing the personal and financial costs of smoking in families and particularly during the period of pregnancy and the birth of a child are important societal goals. The challenges are to eliminate pregnancy smoking and fetal exposure, to protect the newborn and developing child, to preserve the health and well being of the parents, and to create truly smoke free families. What are the critical approaches to interventions needed to meet these challenges? The following recommendations recognise that the course of smoking and smoking cessation for mothers and fathers from prepregnancy to postpartum offers multiple points of intervention that require multiple and multicomponent types of intervention strategies.

1. PROMOTING CESSATION AMONG WOMEN CONSIDERING CHILDBEARING
Programs and providers should promote smoking cessation among women who are considering childbearing by shifting the emphasis on cessation before or as close to the beginning of pregnancy as possible. This suggestion is consistent with recommendations for preconception counselling recommended a decade ago by an expert panel on the content of prenatal care.37 Cessation before pregnancy offers the best protection for the infant and maximises the possibility that the woman would integrate intrinsic motives about quitting for her own health with the motivation to quit for the baby’s health. Intrinsic motivation may prove more effective for sustained behaviour change.46 Smoking cessation interventions included as part of family planning programs, in the distribution of various methods of birth control, and added to pregnancy testing done at home or in the clinic office would represent some potential opportunities to reach women smokers and their partners before pregnancy. In addition, if we can incorporate messages that focus on the health of both mother and baby, we may be able to create the type of quitting that will be more durable postpartum. Certainly this intervention point may work best for the population of women who plan to get pregnant. The planners, however, in all likelihood would be the women who are more likely to quit later in the pregnancy anyway.

2. REACHING THE PREGNANT SMOKER AS SOON AS POSSIBLE
Programs should also be developed that reach the pregnant smoker as early as possible in the pregnancy and that follow her throughout the pregnancy to promote and support sustained smoking cessation for the remainder of the pregnancy. Women who have the most difficulty stopping smoking often experience multiple problems and lack resources. Providing access to obstetric care as early as possible and embedding smoking cessation interventions in a comprehensive approach to these women’s problems would appear to have the greatest chance of success. However, more intervention is not necessarily better.37

There are three critical issues that need to be addressed when creating pregnancy smoking cessation programs. The first is that identification of smoking risk among pregnant women must use a broad definition of smoking risk that includes women who quit before becoming pregnant. However, if women feel that identification will bring harassment, they will be reluctant to self identify and interventions will not be able to reach and influence those in earlier stages of change and most in need.38 40 49 Sensitivity and tact are needed when addressing the smoking issue with these women. The second important point derived from our better understanding of cessation during pregnancy is that, although
many of the spontaneous quitters sustain cessation throughout pregnancy, some need additional assistance. Sensitive probes and offers of support throughout the pregnancy and not simply at the first prenatal visit could be helpful to these women. The final critical issue has to do with creating and sustaining intervention delivery systems that would ensure reliable, early, recurrent, and effective delivery of interventions throughout the pregnancy to all pregnant women. This would include training doctors and staff in obstetric and gynaecology clinics in effective methods for addressing smoking with pregnant women. Educating them about the process of change and the windows of opportunity for intervening with the pregnant woman and her partner should be considered minimal preparation. Teaching motivational and behavioural strategies to address each woman’s concerns would also be needed. Creating office and clinic systems that institutionalise identification and intervention protocols would be critical. This is an ambitious agenda. However, the payoff is significant in terms of quality of life and health care costs. There are a number of research and clinical programs that have demonstrated efficacy and can be used as models for creating intervention programs for pregnant women in both public and private settings.

3. MAINTAINING POSTPARTUM CESSATION

Programs should create interventions for women who are able to stop smoking for the duration of the pregnancy that shift the focus to the maintenance of postpartum cessation. These interventions should be initiated sometime toward the end of the pregnancy and reach into the early postpartum period. The focus should be on the continuation of cessation from smoking after the birth of the baby. For women who stop smoking for the baby during the prepregnancy and pregnancy periods the motivation and coping activities for change needs to shift from simply protecting the baby to protecting the woman’s health. The focus of smoking cessation should broaden to include the well being of the woman and the goal of creating a smoke free family.

4. DEVELOPING DIFFERENT INTERVENTIONS FOR THE CONTINUING SMOKER

A different set of interventions should be developed for those women who continue to smoke during the later stages of the pregnancy. Intervention efforts should promote various behaviours like smoking reduction, abstinence during critical periods immediately before the birthing process, increasing other health protection behaviours like vitamins and exercise, and an emphasis on postpartum cessation. Many women who continue to smoke are concerned about the health of the baby but find stopping smoking very difficult to achieve. Some have had prior births with no or few serious consequences from smoking. Others are overwhelmed by emotional, financial, and family problems. Continuing to work with these women to achieve the possible rather than the optimal can contribute to the overall goals of protecting the baby and promoting cessation. Harm reduction strategies are appropriate here and can facilitate movement toward the optimal goals.

5. FOCUSING ON THE PREGNANT SMOKER’S PARTNER

Programs should begin to focus on one of the most ignored targets of intervention for pregnancy smoking cessation—the partner of the woman smoker. Whether he smokes or not, the partner is, in almost all cases, an important part of the pregnancy. However, the partner who smokes has been identified in multiple studies as a risk factor for smoking during pregnancy and for postpartum relapse. Few interventions include the partner. Interventions should find ways to involve the partner to create the smoke free family because he can be an important ally. Moreover, pregnancy may be a very opportune time to intervene with smoking and other health habits of the partner, including smoking. Parenthood brings with it a re-evaluation of lifestyle and family needs that offers an opportunity that should not be missed to engage the paternal member of the family in a discussion of values and health behaviours.

Conclusion

Pregnancy offers multiple windows of opportunity for smoking cessation intervention. The course of pregnancy and the reality of the postpartum period create the moving target for cessation efforts. The goal of creating smoke free families, however, cannot be achieved with a single, simple intervention. Understanding the process of change for smoking during pregnancy can give ideas and guidance about the type of intervention is needed in our research efforts and clinical interventions to promote this important behaviour change. The above recommendations are based on our growing knowledge about smoking and pregnancy. We have learned a great deal about cigarette smoking during the course of pregnancy and the postpartum experience of the woman smoker. We are beginning to disseminate the most effective programs and to study and evaluate new approaches to achieving sustained cessation of smoking throughout the pregnancy and postpartum periods. As we achieve an even better understanding of the types of interventions and the appropriate timing of these interventions that would yield the best outcomes, we can create an array of interventions and a family of strategies that will be more effective, sensitive, and comprehensive.
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